De quem é a autoria das capas dos teus livros?
do you think this disease is ever a blessing in disguise? my mom has no idea where she is, etc. and i’m wondering....the fact that she is already "gone" mentally.....will this make it easier on the family to say good-bye when the times comes...especially for my dad. thanks for writing the book....i’m hoping to learn alot from it.
Yes, we follow one another on Twitter and our books (Quackery, for me) arrived on the scene right around exactly the same time. I enjoy her work! I do everything in writing. I think all writers are usually looking for another great idea. I'm always jotting things down. They may be random thoughts, something I hear or read, a line from a song that inspires a story. Ideas will come from anywhere. The book I have just finished is inspired by a true event. It's quite a common story locally. It struck me that it will make the cornerstone of a great novel, but it wasn't enough in itself. I had another idea of a fairy story based on a nearby folk tale. I decided to merge both and create something darker and more mysterious. Well, in accordance with both Mark Strong and IMDB the film has gone out in September, and to argue... ;-) Haha, I totally thought a similar thing since I'm Pakistani! Plus there's Garam, meaning warm or hot in Urdu. Lo siento pero mi editorial St. Martin's Press no tiene planes para traducir mis otros libros ahora, pero muchas gracias por tu interés! XOXO Kieran Aiden will be releasing in August <3 i have! upon finishing the book, i realized the striking similarities between the book and OTGW- plenty of dark fairytale elements with fantastic worldbuilding and atmospheric reminiscence of OTGW's background art. quite different in terms of narrative, but the general atmosphere was familiar to OTGW. I loved both. If you have observed OTGW it is advisable to give this a try - while initially familiar, the storytelling, characters, and plot are very different. From the Black (Free Fleet Book 4) Link contains SPOILERS!! With so many people relying upon him, will he let his anger drive him or those that thought we would leave behind, to be able to become humanity's hope, and protectors. At the conclusion of the book, yes. It's certainly not clear where he disappears off too. HOWEVER, there is a fifth book to this series, Unforgiven, AND IT'S ABOUT CAM ASDFGHJKL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! hoopladigital.com. Well, very kind words. No, I do believe the 3 spin-off books, Monster, Villain and Hero is going to be it.